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WORLD SQUASH
Chief Executive ANDREW
SHELLEY gives an update on
news from the headquarters of
the World Squash Federation

SETTING COURT
STANDARDS
any products come in
various shapes and
M
sizes – but that shouldn’t be
the case for squash courts!
Court sizes are precise and
detailed in the WSF Squash
Court Specifications, but the
playing surfaces need to be
appropriate for squash too.
That is why for many
years the WSF has had an
accreditation programme in
place for products. WSF
Accreditation enables
manufacturers to guarantee
quality and standard to their
customers, and gives
confidence to architects or
specifiers of courts that the
materials meet the

requirements. Vitally, it also
helps ensure that players
using the courts have the
right environment for their
matches and even reassures
centre operators that they
have used appropriate
materials should there be an
accident.
More recently, a new
element was added in
conjunction with the PSA and
Regions, insisting that newlybuilt courts holding WSF,
PSA, Regional, Junior Circuit
and other events must be
built using only accredited
products, thus reassuring
players who travel to events
with newer courts that they
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are of a really good
standard. However, this
requirement does not extend
to courts built before 2013,
which are only required to be
built to specification and of
suitable playing
characteristics.
To reinforce the push to
ensure that the stock of new
and replacement courts are
of as high a quality as
possible, WSF has now also
introduced WSF Accredited
Company status. This is
open to any company that
can demonstrate relevant
experience and expertise in
providing squash courts
using only WSF Accredited
Products. They will need to
offer a five-year guarantee
covering both materials and
workmanship, use
experienced and qualified
court installers and subcontractors, and fulfil other
terms that provide
assurance. Registration can
only take place if the court
has been constructed by an
accredited company or if it is
endorsed by the WSF.
The sport, players,

products and constructors
are now all supported.

years there as a buyer and
later moved to Manchester
to become a financial
adviser.
When his local squash
club there, the Village Hyde,
was obliged to organise a
competition, Tony was
volunteered to referee. “Tony
knows how to referee,” it was
said. “He learnt at school.”
So started a career that
saw him referee for years in
the NWCL, in Cheshire,
national competitions and
worldwide. Later he became
an assessor and instructor,
travelling all over the world.
It is said by colleagues
that he never gave a conduct
stroke in his career. That
could be true, for all his
instincts were to be as noncontentious as possible.
However, he was often given
the most difficult matches
and man-managed them to
fair and successful
conclusions.
“He had a tale for every
eventuality and he had to
top everyone’s story,” said
fellow referee Wendy Danzey.
Colleagues fondly
remember his off-the-cuff

public speaking and his
impersonation of an aircraft
captain on landing in
Pakistan, shaking hands with
the deferential passengers.
“He was a big giver to
squash,” said referee John
Massarella. “Roy [Gingell]
and I [both world referees]
learnt a lot from him.”
Tony loved sport, playing
squash, table tennis and
cricket. He was a cricket
umpire at the Vymura club
(the old ICI club) in Hyde.
He also had other
interests – steam trains and
stamps. He loved taking
excursions on historic railway
lines.
He loved Cornwall too,
going there for holidays and
travelling the Lanes in
service buses. His ashes will
be scattered in a cove near
Land’s End.
Players will miss a man
of humorous and gentle
charm, while colleagues will
be forgiven for still looking
around the entrance to
clubs, expecting to find him
outside having a cigarette
and telling a yarn.
Ian McKenzie

THE SQUASH PLAYER

RACKETBALL RENAMING
WSF, supported by England
Squash, is embarking on a
project to rename racketball
to clearly identify it as a part
of the squash family and to
distinguish it from the North
American version
(racquetball), which is played
on a larger court with no tin
and different, harder balls.
The new name will
differentiate the sport by the
game’s key attributes, but by
using the word ‘squash’, will
establish it as a variation of
squash played on a squash
court.
It will also remove the
need for national bodies and
clubs to identify it separately
in their titles.
The consultation process
is underway, firstly to
understand the thoughts and
views of the playing public,
commercial stakeholders
and ultimately the sport
itself, and secondly to
develop a new name in line
with these insights.

